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Introduction  

I have been very interested to read inputs from your previous sessions and impressed by the 

quality of the presentations and the progress made. I am particularly glad to see the 

proposals to modify the terminology of the traditional ‘mother tongue plus two’ in order to 

recognize the plurilingual realities around us. Anyone who is aware of my previous work with 

the EU and the Council of Europe will know that I fully support the call for inclusivity towards 

regional and minority languages and the languages of those who live and work across 

borders or who have ‘international’ family backgrounds.
i
 The erection of barriers between 

‘languages of (im)migrants’
1

, ‘foreign’ languages and ‘mother tongues’ is unsafe and 

unhelpful. Whilst we need to distinguish between contexts in which various languages are 

used and learnt, we must avoid creating hierarchies of languages. So, I am very keen on 

linguistic inclusivity in the sense of recognising, diversifying and expanding languages taught, 

learnt and acquired.  

But, in this paper, I want to turn our attention towards inclusivity in the learning of new 

languages, in particular the formal provision for teaching children and young people skills in 

‘foreign’ languages within our education systems, with all the cognitive, cultural and 

communicative benefits that the learning of a new language brings. This is of course a 

process which should take place alongside enhancing competence in languages children 

know before they come to school and in the language of schooling if this is different. I want to 

argue that inequalities in access to meaningful competences in new languages have profound 

implications for social and political cohesion within nation states and within the EU as a 

whole. I want us to reflect on how language skills are perceived, promoted and taught in 

relation to this concept of inclusivity. Are they really understood as accessible and relevant to 

all citizens? Where are the gaps in making them a key competence for all? Previous 

presentations have drawn attention to Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of linguistic capital.
ii
 My paper 

will make the case for more equal access to linguistic capital – and the intercultural capital 

which accompanies it – and propose that this should be a major focus for languages within 

the new key competences framework.  

Groups less likely to speak another language  

Who are the groups less likely to speak another language besides their own?
iii
  Or rather, 

which social groups are most likely to be monolingual? Eurobarometer data shows that, 

across Europe as a whole, the ability to hold a conversation in another language is much 

more prevalent the younger you are, the better educated you are, the higher your 

occupational grade, the more frequently you use the internet and the higher you rate yourself 

in terms of social status.
iv
  

These factors are particularly interesting to me as a British linguist in the aftermath of our 

referendum on EU membership because they are exactly the indicators associated, in 

England and Wales, with a greater tendency to vote to leave the European Union.
v
 Figure 1 

shows the striking relationship between the share of people able to speak another language 

(across Europe) and the share of UK voters who want to remain in the EU. (I am, of course, 

aware that the two data sets are quite different, but performing this comparison nonetheless 

provides us with much food for thought.) 

 

                                                        
1
 In the UK we call these ‘community languages’. 
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vi 

Figure 1 

The Brexit vote has come as an immense shock to us in the UK and, as you will know, has 

caused massive political upheaval. Something quite momentous has happened to traditional 

allegiances of right and left and to our perceptions of where the divisions and differences are 

in our society. It has not only to do with age. The vote has exposed cultural divisions which 

had previously been given little importance: between urban and rural areas, between 

cosmopolitan cities where our graduates are concentrated and which are thriving on global 

links, and more deprived areas where traditional sources of employment have disappeared. 

Whether you voted Leave or Remain is now seen as a more important variable than a whole 

host of other factors for political analysis.  

The language learning gap in the UK  

I have argued that, across Europe as a whole, the groups least likely to say that they can 

speak another language are the same ones as those which were most enthusiastic in voting 

for Brexit in the UK. But can voting ‘Leave’ really be associated with monolingualism? The 

situation is clearly very complex – not least if we take into account the situation in Scotland, 

which voted to remain in the EU by 62% to 38%. 
vii

 We would need more research to make a 

firm case, but I would hypothesise that the set of cultural factors and attitudes which are 

associated with Brexit voting are those that tend towards rejection of, or failure in, language 

learning. As my own research has made clear, exclusion in language learning in England and 

Wales takes place on the basis of two discriminating factors: socio-economic status and 

academic ability. The chart below presents some data to illustrate this.  

Socio-economic status 

 

Independent (fee-paying) schools (which cater for 7% of pupils in 

England and 18% of 16-18 year olds) offer a wider range of 

languages as part of their curricula than state schools and have 

much higher proportions of pupils obtaining qualifications in 

them. One third of entries for languages A level exams come 

from the independent sector, though they account for only 18% 

of students in this age group.
viii

  

In state schools in England and in Wales, whether or not a young 
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person takes a language qualification at age 16 (GCSE) is 

correlated with the socio-economic status of the school.
ix
  

43% of acceptances on university degree courses in languages 

are from pupils in the highest socio-economic group – social 

stratification in languages is far higher than for most other 

subjects.  

In England, primary schools in the lowest socio-economic band 

were the slowest to start teaching a modern or ancient language 

(in the run up to this becoming statutory in September 2014).
x
 

Academic performance 

 

Whether or not a young person takes a language qualification at 

age 16 (GCSE) is correlated with the academic performance of 

the school.
xi
  

Top-performing schools (i.e. those in the highest quintile for 

educational attainment) are least likely to report that pupil 

attitudes are a barrier to an increasing numbers choosing 

languages.
xii

 

Low ability pupils or groups of pupils are often ‘disapplied’ (i.e. 

excused) from learning a language.
xiii

 

 

Perceptions of language learning  

It is therefore lower-attaining pupils and those from more economically-deprived backgrounds 

who are likely to be excluded from language learning. These quotes from French teachers in 

Wales illustrate the social divide in language learning:
xiv

 

‘For most pupils, the idea of travelling outside the immediate area seems totally 

unrealistic; many pupils cannot afford to participate in school trips even locally, let 

alone consider a trip abroad. MFL [=modern foreign language] study therefore seems 

irrelevant’.  

‘Middle class families get it, but it is a battle against insularity’. 

In Wales, where all children learn English and Welsh throughout compulsory education, we 

would expect to see much more positive attitudes towards the learning of third languages, but 

the benefits of bilingualism are not spilling over into the learning of foreign languages.  This 

quote from a 14 year-old girl shows how a sense of poor attainment in Welsh spills over into 

reluctance to learn foreign languages:  

‘I’ve chosen to do Textiles/Computer Science and Health and Social Care. I’m not 

good at Welsh so I don’t want to learn another language on top. I need to focus on 

Welsh.’
xv

 

Language learning is often deemed to make too many demands on pupils who struggle with 

other subjects, who may be withdrawn from language classes or encouraged to drop the 

subject at an early stage, as these quotes illustrate:
xvi

  

 ‘Very weakest students…are dissuaded’ 

 ‘Needy in literacy and maths = no MFLs’ 

‘Lower level students now have only 50 per cent of teaching time in MFL; the rest is 

given to literacy’ 
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On which side of this linguistic gulf do the children of migrants fit? In contrast to some of the 

arguments I have seen before, I would contend that they belong to the linguistically privileged. 

In some research I carried out recently, I had the opportunity to interview pupils who were 

learning Arabic. They were from very varied backgrounds, but they were all Muslim and very 

strongly motivated to learn Arabic. Many were already internationally mobile and expected to 

be so in future. They understood the importance of Arabic for practical communication – with 

family members, on Hajj and for career purposes in future - as well as something they would 

like to learn as ‘the language of our religion.’ They did not see it as a hard language and felt it 

would bring them many opportunities in future. They illustrate the huge contrast between the 

aspirations and expectations of many children from immigrant backgrounds who are already 

plurilingual and understand the value of language learning, and those from monolingual 

backgrounds who struggle to see the relevance. Yet the successful integration of third country 

nationals depends not just on their own ability to speak the language of the host country, but 

the extent to which the host country can be accommodating towards their languages and 

cultures. This is much more difficult if you have a section of population who believe that their 

own language is supreme and that there are no insights or wider/educational benefits to be 

gained from learning a new one. I think we have perhaps focused too much on promoting 

languages for individual advantage and not enough on societal benefits beyond the 

economic.  

In both England and Wales, there has been a focus on promoting Maths and Science 

subjects, especially for girls, and this has tended to make languages seem less important by 

comparison. There are also problems with the content, format and marking of the exams, 

which I won’t go into here. The wider political climate is also a factor, as this quote from a 

language teacher from England illustrates:  

‘Our job is made very difficult by perceptions that the current government is anti-

Europe, the anti-otherness impressions given in the press…’
xvii

 

What we are seeing is a new divide between those who are equipped to take advantage of 

the opportunities offered by globalisation and those who see it as a threat, and the fault line is 

around competence in languages. This is why it is so important for language skills to be 

promoted as a key competence for all. If we exacerbate the divide by excluding some groups 

from language learning, they will not only be less employable and less competitive on the jobs 

market, but they will resent those that are, and this will undermine social cohesion. We have 

perhaps promoted language learning too much as an attribute for the aspirational, educated 

élite, the ‘high flyers’ in international business. Have we inadvertently transmitted the 

message that languages are not for those who cannot see themselves in these roles?  

In our work on ‘Languages for Jobs’ we wanted to show how language skills enable mobility 

and employability.
xviii

 But where migrant labour is used to undercut wages or workers’ rights, 

the lack of language skills can be an advantage for the employer. The Multiling project, which 

involved partners in France, Germany, Hungary, Italy and Spain as well as the UK, looked at 

how language use defines, constrains or facilitates labour relations in multilingual 

workplaces.
xix

 One of the case studies it examined involved Bulgarian cleaning staff in the 

hotel industry in London, who were badly exploited because of their inability to speak English. 

They were not able to report health and safety issues or defend themselves against 

complaints. Good communication in the workplace is generally regarded as essential for 

effective management, but here the costs of poor communication were not borne by the 

employer: if the cleaners did not understand instructions, the time lost was simply deducted 

from their wages. Another example, from elsewhere in the UK, was at a waste-recycling plant 

where there was a high proportion of Polish employees and the employer did not care 

whether staff could speak English or not. This created barriers to communication between 
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supervisors and operatives, meaning that important issues were not raised or dealt with. One 

employee commented ‘the managers never speak directly to me’.   

Conclusion 

Malta has just begun its Presidency of the European Union and is prioritizing social inequality 

and inclusion in education in a desire to reconnect European institutions with its citizens.
xx

 I 

have set out the inequalities in language learning in my country, and what I see as the wider 

social and political implications. I am aware that we are a country with much greater social 

inequalities in education than many, with our élite fee-paying schools playing such an 

important role. We have only just, since 2014, introduced language learning in primary 

schools, a measure which I see as vitally important in giving all children a fair start in their 

journey into languages. I know that many of your countries have been doing this for far longer 

and with more success. You have longer periods of compulsory language learning, you 

integrate languages in vocational education, you offer CLIL programmes, and you may have 

policies directed specifically at disadvantaged learners or those in danger of educational 

failure in languages. The measures that are in place at the level of policy to ensure inclusion 

and equity in language learning will be an important focus for our discussions. But I would 

also like to focus your attention on the following questions: 

 Do you monitor equality or inclusion in language learning? Do you know if there are 

groups which are excluded, or achieve very poorly, and if so which? 

 Are the pedagogies used - the materials, the approaches, the content of teaching – 

appropriate and relevant to all groups, or do they inadvertently exclude some pupils 

or give the message that some pupils are never going to be successful? 

 How is language learning promoted? Is it focused on individual aspiration and 

business opportunities, or on its educational, cultural and social benefits? Is it seen 

as relevant for all sections of society? 

I hope that the insights that I have provided on the situation in the UK will stimulate some 

useful debate and exchange as we reformulate our call for languages as a key competence 

for every citizen.  
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